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Interesting bingos (7s then 8s) made from COMPOUND WORDS (two words, not prefixes / suffixes) 
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7s EYE- 

EYEBALL ABEELLY to eye (to watch closely) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EYEBARS ABEERSY EYEBAR, metal bar with loop at one or both ends [n] 

EYEBEAM ABEEEMY glance [n -S] 

EYEBOLT BEELOTY type of bolt or screw [n -S] 

EYEBROW BEEORWY ridge over eye [n -S] 

EYECUPS CEEPSUY EYECUP, cup used for applying lotions to eyes [n] 

EYEFOLD DEEFLOY fold of skin of upper eyelid [n -S] 

EYEHOLE EEEHLOY small opening (vacant or unobstructed space) [n -S] 

EYEHOOK EEHKOOY type of hook [n -S] 

EYELASH AEEHLSY hair growing on edge of eyelid [n -ES] 

EYELIDS DEEILSY EYELID, lid of skin that can be closed over eyeball [n] 

EYELIFT EEFILTY plastic surgery of eyelid [n -S] 

EYESHOT EEHOSTY range of vision [n -S] 

EYESORE EEEORSY something offensive to sight [n -S] 

EYESPOT EEOPSTY simple visual organ of lower animals [n -S] 

EYEWASH AEEHSWY eye lotion [n -ES] 

EYEWEAR AEEERWY device worn on or over eyes [n EYEWEAR, -S] 

EYEWINK EEIKNWY wink of eye [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s EYE- 

EYEBLACK ABCEEKLY dark pigment applied under eyes [n -S] 

EYEBLINK BEEIKLNY instant (very short time) [n -S] 

EYEDROPS DEEOPRSY medicated solution for eyes applied in drops [n] 

EYEGLASS AEEGLSSY lens used to aid vision [n -ES] 

EYELINER EEEILNRY makeup for eyes [n -S] 

EYEPATCH ACEEHPTY patch worn to protect injured eye [n -ES] 

EYEPIECE CEEEEIPY lens or lens group nearest eye in optical instrument [n -S] 

EYEPOINT EEINOPTY point at which eye is placed in using optical instrument [n -S] 

EYESHADE ADEEEHSY visor for shading eyes [n -S] 

EYESHINE EEEHINSY reflection from eyes of some animals [n -S] 

EYESIGHT EEGHISTY ability to see [n -S] 

EYESTALK AEEKLSTY stalklike structure with eye at its tip [n -S] 

EYESTONE EEENOSTY disk used to remove foreign matter from eye [n -S] 

EYETOOTH EEHOOTTY cuspid (pointed tooth) [n -TEETH] 

EYEWATER AEEERTWY eyewash (eye lotion) [n -S] 
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